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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the design of an autonomous remote-controlled racecar to play a one-on-one             

match of capture the flag. A competition was held, and the results are presented and conclusions are                

made.
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INTRODUCTION

Earlier this year, the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at Brigham Young University             

(BYU) offered the “Robot Racers” senior project, the premise of which was to program a robotic               

remote-controlled (RC) truck to autonomously compete in a game of capture the flag. The robots were               

previously outfitted with a field programmable gate array (FPGA) board with PowerPC processors,            

quadrature encoders, camera et. al. The objective of the five selected undergraduate teams was to              

develop the C and VHDL code necessary to enable the trucks to compete. This paper will describe                

the unique hardware aspects of the truck, outline the design my team developed, report on the final                

competition’s results, and offer conclusions.
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TRUCK OUTFITTINGS

The RC truck was outfitted with several peripheries in order to make a game of capture the flag                 

possible.  The major additions are outlined as follows:

1. The BYU custom FPGA board “Helios”

2. A game controller board with AVR microcontroller

3. Two XBEE wireless transceivers

4. Pulse width modulation (PWM) module for motor control

5. Quadrature encoder

6. Gyroscope

7. Single-lens camera

8. LED status and infrared laser tower

The interconnection of the above modules is described in Figure 1. It should be noted that the left-hand                 

side represents the game controller board while the right-hand side displays the Helios board.

Figure 1 - A block diagram of how the truck’s hardware peripheries are interconnected.  This

diagram was adapted from a similar one created by Dr. Doran Wilde, which can be found at

http://ecerobracweb.groups.et.byu.net/notes.html

The Helios board interfaces directly with the camera, PWM motors, and quadrature encoder. It can              

indirectly (i.e. through the game controller board) send shot commands and receive gyroscope readings             

and truck status updates. The game controller board directly interfaces with the gyroscope and status              

and laser tower. It receives shot commands from the Helios and transmits the truck’s status as well as                 
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gyroscope information to the Helios.

The way that the two boards interface with most of their respective peripheries is conventional. The               

laser tower, however, uses an unorthodox protocol. When a shot command is received from the Helios               

board, the game controller board causes the infrared LED to flash. Simultaneously, it sends a              

narrowband wireless command via the XBEE to all other transceivers indicating that a shot has been               

fired. If another tower was hit, it sends a response to that end. Each tower in play transmits a response                   

to indicate if it has been hit or not. The game controller board then waits a set time for a response from                     

all transceivers; if it receives a “hit” signal, it will update its status (if applicable) and allow the Helios to                   

send additional shot commands. This protocol allows the game controller board to send numerous             

types of shots such as a kill, revive, and pass shot.

Lastly, it should be noted that each team is given a “base” that consists of a status tower and XBEE                   

transceiver. The base serves to house the team’s “flag” and to provide a revival point for trucks that                 

have been disabled.  Therefore, it cannot fire any shots and does not have an infrared laser.

COMPETITION RULES

Each team places their programmed truck in the middle of a designated arena. On the opposite ends of                 

the arena are the base towers that house each team’s flag. Once a start signal is sent, both robots begin                   

playing and must function completely free from human intervention.

Both trucks start in the enabled state, which means that they are free to fire kill shots. If a kill shot                    

intersects with another truck, that truck is disabled and thus unable to fire kill shots of its own. In                  

order to return to the enabled state, the truck must navigate back to its own base and fire a revive                   

shot.

If a truck fires a kill shot at the enemy base that holds the flag, the flag is transferred to the truck. The                      

truck then must return the flag to its own base by firing a pass shot without being disabled by the                   

opposing truck in the process. However, if the enemy has captured that truck's own base flag, the truck                 

must first reclaim the flag by firing a kill shot at the enemy before a point can be awarded.
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THE DESIGN

Challenges

As with any embedded system, the issue of timing was a pertinent issue; the RC truck had to be                  

responsive and reactive with very little delay. For example, if the truck was pursuing its flag that an                 

enemy truck had captured, it would have to immediately cease that pursuit once the flag was               

relinquished (whether by the enemy becoming disabled or the flag being passed).

Additionally, the single-lens camera made for some challenging problems. Firstly, the lack of a             

secondary lens made distance calculation using stereo vision impossible. Secondly, the camera was not             

very resilient to major changes in lighting, which could sabotage any previously calibrated            

hue-saturation-value (HSV) recognition.

Lastly, most trucks featured a non-functional gyroscope. This, coupled with the cumbersome means of             

gyroscope data transmission, made it extremely difficult to use any kind of feedback loop to control the                

steering angle.

Overview

Figure 2 - Block diagram of team’s design
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A real-time operating system (RTOS) was used on the Helios board to regulate the various tasks. The                

artificial intelligence (AI) module is the central element of the design. It receives input from the camera                

and game controller board and interprets it into commands for the navigation modules. The system was               

also designed with a packet-forming module to allow the user to wirelessly send debugging information              

to a host PC and graphical user interface (GUI).  Figure 2 depicts a block diagram outlining the design.

Real-Time Operating System

The RTOS used was a pre-built Xilinx kernel known as xilkernel. It provided all the basic functionality                

of a conventional preemptive RTOS, including semaphores and message queues. A set of threads were              

created for each major module; they are outlined as follows, starting with the highest priority:

1. Proportional-integral-derivative (PID) Control

2. Vision

3. AI

4. Navigation

PID Control Thread

The PID control thread implements a discrete-time closed-loop feedback velocity controller. It uses the             

quadrature encoder as its feedback and updates every tenth of a second. Since this update rate is fixed,                 

it was necessary to designate it as the highest priority thread. It forces itself to block once the loop was                   

updated by calling a delay method.

Since derivative filters are non-causal, a “dirty derivative” was used. Ours was implemented by adding              

a pole to the Laplace transformation of a derivative operator, converting the resulting expression into a               

z-transform using the Tustin equation, and then inverting the transformation into a discrete-time domain             

equation.

A steering control loop was determined to be unnecessary since the gyroscope was unreliable. As an               

alternative, a rudimentary yet effective feedback mechanism exists in the camera data; if the pursued              

object is not found in the center of the image, the wheel servos are adjusted until the object is centered.

Vision Thread

Since the truck is only interested in trucks and bases, it only needs to identify LED towers and colors.                  

As such, the camera’s aperture is contracted until only bright sources of light are visible. This solves, in                 
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part, one of the above-mentioned challenges with the camera: the changes in lighting. Additionally, this              

makes the processing of each frame captured by the camera much simpler, since most undesirable              

objects are too dark to be recognized.

The vision thread is signaled via semaphore whenever the camera asserted its hardware interrupt. That              

interrupt is triggered whenever a new frame is captured and is available for use. A BYU custom core                 

named “FrameTable” was used to create and manage a memory model for each frame. This core               

allowed for mutual exclusion and thus abstracted away the capture process.

Upon the semaphore triggering, the vision thread checks out a frame from the FrameTable and then               

parses every pixel in the top-half of the frame. This is due to the coincidence that all objects of interest                   

(i.e. enemy truck and base towers), regardless of their distance from the camera, happen to fall within                

the top half of the frame. Each pixel is then converted from RGB to HSV and checked against a table                   

of desired hue values. A counter keeps track of how many contiguous pixels of a desired hue meeting a                  

predefined value are found in a row. Once the counter reaches three or higher, the code begins to look                  

for a cluster of similarly hued pixels in the immediate area. The thread then identifies the center of the                  

cluster and uses it to establish the cluster’s width and height. If its width and height ratio does not meet                   

a calibrated threshold, it is rejected. In order to address the challenge of distance calculation with the                

camera, a lookup table is used to relate tower widths and distances. The code uses this table in                 

connection with a linear interpolator to calculate reasonably accurate distances.

Once the distances, widths, heights, and coordinates are gathered, they are written to a set of global                

variables. The thread then posts to the AI’s signaling semaphore and blocks until another frame is               

available for processing.

AI Thread

Figure 3 - A flowchart describing the high-level artificial intelligence
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The AI thread is signaled by the vision thread via a semaphore whenever a new set of frame data is                   

available. Once unblocked, the thread begins to follow a logical flowchart as shown in Figure 3. The                

truck’s state is the first aspect of the current game to examine. If the truck is enabled, it is free to look                     

for the flag or an enemy truck. But if the truck is disabled, it must look for its own base in order to                      

revive itself. Once the truck has decided on its target, it then calls the Pursue method, passing in the                  

object of pursuit and type of shot to fire if the target is found. Once the Pursue method returns, the                   

loop iterates and blocks on a semaphore.

The Pursue method follows the flowchart depicted in Figure 4. The truck checks to see if the target is                  

visible. If it is, the truck adjusts its servos to center the pursued object in the middle of the frame unless                    

it is already centered. Once the target is centered, the truck drives towards it and fires the desired shot                  

type at it once the object is in range.

Figure 4 - A flowchart describing the Pursue method that is called by the vision thread

Navigation Thread

The navigation thread uses a message queue to drive the truck. The queue is filled with commands by                 

the AI thread, and the thread then interprets the commands to set the wheel servos and desired                

velocities for the control loop. These commands are not reentrant, which makes it necessary to use               

incremental commands so that the other threads are not starved.
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Since the truck needs to be responsive to any change in game state, a method was created to clear the                   

message queue. This allows the truck to immediately change direction and pursue another target if              

necessary. Since the AI and Vision threads can provide new information regarding the truck’s             

objective, this thread needed to be a lower priority than they were.

COMPETITION AND RESULTS

The final competition consisted of twenty one-on-one bouts between the five teams. This allowed each              

truck to be pitted against all of the others at least once. At the end of each round, the total scores were                     

tallied, and all of the scores were summed together at the end of all the bouts. The two teams with the                    

most points competed in a final round to determine the overall champion.

During the first three bouts our truck participated in, the Helios and game controller boards experienced               

erratic and intermittent brownouts. As such, we needed to frequently reset the boards and reprogram              

them. Consequently, the other teams proceeded to play, scoring a significant number of points. During              

the last bout, however, the brownouts stopped, and we scored more than enough points to advance our                

team to the final round.

Despite the cessation of the brownouts, our team lost in the final round due to the other team’s superior                  

navigation model and vision algorithm. However, it is significant to note that our truck still achieved               

second place in spite of competing in fewer than half of our bouts.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this paper has illustrated the development a fully autonomous RC truck by a team of                

undergraduate students. The truck used an RTOS with threads for velocity control, vision processing,             

artificial intelligence, and navigation to allow the truck to react quickly to its surroundings. The truck               

competed in a competition with four other student teams and emerged in second place despite on-site               

technical difficulties.

In retrospect, it is clear that our vision module was not as effective as it could have been. The winning                   

team had implemented a diminishing field of view to account for the non-linear relationship between              

tower width and distance from the camera. Additionally, our navigation model could have been better              

designed and implemented: the original theory was to use incremental positional commands, but that             

idea was deemed obsolete upon practice runs. Therefore the navigational module was adapted from             
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that theory to a velocity and angle implementation due to an impending deadline.

On a more positive note, our truck was unique in that it achieved the best frame capture and processing                  

rates of all the teams. This was thanks to the use of immediate processing of hues as encountered (as                  

opposed to segmentation into various bins) and the dismissal of the bottom half of every frame. Had we                 

also skipped over pixels in dark areas, that speed could have increased even more.

Lastly, there were some issues with glare from natural light that every team combated. A viable solution                

never surfaced but remains a pertinent issue with computer vision that requires more research.
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